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Stable and unstable surface evolution during the drying of a polymer solution drop

L. Pauchard and C. Allain*
Laboratoire FAST, Baˆtiment 502, Campus Universitaire, Unite´ Mixte de Recherche Paris VI, Paris XI, CNRS UMR 7608,
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~Received 5 May 2003; published 7 November 2003!

Drying of a sessile drop of a complex liquid can lead to intriguing complex shapes. We report here a study
dealing with a model system, made of a hydrosoluble polymer that is glassy when pure. Under solvent
evaporation, polymers accumulate near the vapor/drop interface and may form a glassy skin, which bends as
the volume of liquid it encloses decreases. The conditions for the occurrence of this buckling instability have
been investigated; the experimental results are well explained by a model that compares the characteristic times
for drying and for the formation of a glassy skin. Depending on the experimental conditions, different types of
shape distortion take place; secondary instabilities that break the axisymmetry are also observed.
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Classically investigated in structure engineering,
which shell and plate stability is of great importance@1#,
surface instabilities are also highly relevant to microsco
problems such as the crumbling of amphiphilic or biologic
polymerized membranes or the buckling-driven delaminat
of metallic films @2,3#. The surface stability is then dete
mined both by the mechanical characteristics and by
physicochemical properties of the system and their time
space dependences. This is also the case for the buc
instability that we have recently observed during the dry
of sessile drops of colloidal suspensions@4# or of polymer
solutions@5,6#. Take a drying drop of a solution of a polyme
which is glassy when pure: due to solvent evaporation,
outer layer of the drop is more concentrated in the polym
and may display a glassy transition. It then forms a ‘‘ski
that behaves like an elastic shell although it does not bl
the evaporation. This glassy skin will thus bend as the v
ume it encloses decreases, leading to large surface di
tions.

In the present paper, we investigate experimentally
conditions under which drop surface buckling occurs a
their dependence on the drying rate and contact angle.
objective is particularly to examine the influence of the re
tive values of the characteristic times for drying and
glassy skin formation on the development of the instabiliti

The experiments have been performed with concentra
solutions of the hydrosoluble polysaccharide dextran~Sigma
Aldrich Chemical Company!. Two molecular weights are
used: 37 500 and 77 000 g/mol; no difference is found
tween the two samples. The solutions are prepared by
solving a given quantity of polymer in ultrapure water~qual-
ity milli- r!. The polymer concentration is kept constant:
vp050.40 g/g.

The glass transition temperature of our polymer samp
~determined by differential scanning calorimetry! is 220
610 °C. For a polymer solution, it increases strongly w
the polymer concentration, varying from that of the pure s
vent to that of the pure polymer@7#. Thus, at a given tem
peratureTexpt the solution has a lower glass transition te
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perature thanTexpt for low polymer concentrations and
higher glass transition temperature thanTexpt for high poly-
mer concentrations. Hence a concentrationvpg exists such
that the solution is fluid whenvp,vpg and glassy when
vp.vpg . During the drying process, due to solvent r
moval, the polymer concentration increases and the solut
which is initially fluid, becomes glassy.

The drops are deposited onto horizontal glass microsc
slides. Before use they are carefully cleaned, kept dehyd
ing in an oven at 140 °C for a more or less long time~ranging
between a few minutes and a few days!, and let cool just
before use. This thermal treatment allows the contact an
to be varied, in a wide range, fromu0510° to 80°. To study
variations of the drop shape, both lateral and top views
simultaneously recorded using charge-coupled device c
eras. The setup is placed inside a glove box~1.5 m3! in which
the relative humidity is controlled (r5nw` /nwsat wherenw`

andnwsat are the water concentrations in air, respectively,
infinity and at saturation;nw is expressed in moles per un
volume!; T52262 °C, andr has been varied between 2
and 80%.

The first profile measured just after drop deposition
lows the determination of the initial drop characteristic
R0 the radius of the contact base,u0 the contact angle, and
H0 the apex height. Profiles measured at different times
superposed after normalization byR0 andH0 . They are also
used to calculate the volumeV and the vapor/drop interfac
areaS at different times. Spatiotemporal diagrams are a
constructed to measure the drop apex height as a functio
time.

Two types of evolution are displayed in Fig. 1. In th
stable case@Fig. 1~a!#, the drop progressively flattens; th
apex height regularly decreases while the drop base ra
remains constant. At the end of the drying process, a
‘‘pancake’’ is formed@picture 1~a!#. On the contrary, in the
unstable case@Fig. 1~b!#, large distortions are observed: aft
a regular decrease, the apex height quickly increases
may reach a final value which exceeds the initial one. T
drop base radius is also constant. At the end, the drop ha
shape of a ‘‘Mexican hat’’@picture 1~b!#. So, in both cases
the radius of the drop base remains constant; as was p
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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FIG. 1. Top: Superposition of
dimensionless profiles of sessil
drops of dextran solutions re
corded at different times during
desiccation (r550%,vp50.40
g/g). The time elapsed betwee
two consecutive profiles is 180 s
u05 (a) 30° and~b! 40°. Bottom:
Side views of the drops at the en
of the desiccation:~a! the drop
forms a flat ‘‘pancake,’’ and~b! a
typical ‘‘Mexican hat’’ is dis-
played (R0>2 mm).
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ously observed for colloidal suspensions@8#, the polymer
deposition and adhesion lead to a strong pinning of the th
phase line, which thus cannot move any more. The a
height variations are, however, markedly different, as sho
by the whole profile evolution and the final drop shape.

In order to determine unambiguously whether the evo
tion of a drop is stable or unstable we measure the variat
of the apex height as a function of time~see Fig. 2!. The time
is normalized by the characteristic timetD for drying, which
is defined from the variation of the drop volume vers
time: tD

2152(1/V0)(]V/]t) t50 . Experimentally, the vol-
ume is found to decrease linearly with time except near
end of the drying process where the volume decrease s
down @6#. In practice,tD is the time needed for the comple
desiccation of a pure water drop in the same conditions;
accuracy ontD is 625%. As shown in Fig. 2, foru0530°,

FIG. 2. Dimensionless variations of apex height (H/H021)
versus time (t/tD) for the two drops of Fig. 1. Foru0530°, the
apex height decreases steadily with time up tot/tD>1: no instabil-
ity occurs. Foru0540°, after a similar decrease,H/H0 starts in-
creasing and, later, after a steep increase can reach a value th
exceed 1. The timetB that corresponds to the beginning of th
instability is defined as the time at which the decrease
H/H021 vs time begins to differ from the regular decrease. Ins
Dimensionless variations of the drop surface area (S/S0) versus
time (t/tD) for u0540°. Before the beginning of the instability,
steady decrease takes place while, fort.tB , S/S0 is constant.
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the apex height regularly decreases with time up tot/tD
>1; this corresponds to a stable case. On the contrary,
u0540°, which corresponds to an unstable case, the va
tion of (H2H0)/H0 with time is at first similar to that ob-
served in the stable case, and then quickly increases.
define the characteristic timetB for the beginning of the in-
stability as the time at which the decrease of (H2H0)/H0
versus time begins to differ from the regular decrea
tB /tD is always smaller than 1; the accuracy ontB is 620%.

Stable and unstable situations also differ in the drop/va
interface area evolutions. In stable cases,S regularly de-
creases until the final drying stage where it reaches a v
close to the substrate/drop contact base area@for the drop
corresponding to Fig. 1~a! S/S0>0.91 compared to 0.93#. In
the unstable cases,S stops decreasing at a time which corr
sponds totB and remains constant thereafter~see the inset in
Fig. 2!; S is then significantly larger than the contact ba
area (S/S0>0.93 compared to 0.88!. This difference is re-
lated to the mechanism of the instability. Indeed, in the u
stable case, the outer layer of the drop becomes glassytB
and behaves then like an elastic skin which slows down
evaporation but does not block it due to solvent diffusi
through the glassy layer. Thus, the surface area remains
stant while the enclosed volume still decreases. A buckl
instability takes place to allow for the decrease of the
closed volume in spite of such constraints as the cons
base radius and the skin rigidity. To demonstrate the e
tence of this glassy skin, a simple test is performed t
consists in sucking the drop using a micropipette. If the t
is performed during the first stage of the drying process,
solid skin is observed in the central part of the drop, wh
can be entirely sucked up~only a solid ring along the three
phase line remains on the substrate!. On the contrary, no
solution can be sucked up after the onset of the instabi
This simple test shows that the instability is induced by
formation of a solid skin at the drop surface.

Using the (H2H0)/H0 vs time curves, which allow an
unambiguous determination of the onset of the instability,
have studied the influence of several parameters on the
evolution. Note first that the nature of the evolution is ind
pendent of the initial drop volume; for instance, forr
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555% andu0540°, whenV0 is varied from 2 to 20 mm3 an
unstable behavior is always observed. The results are
ported in the diagram of Fig. 3 in whichu0 is displayed
versus 12r. Two domains can be clearly identified: at larg
r and smallu0 , no instability develops while at smallr and
largeu0 , instability develops.

In order to predict the onset of the instability, we fir
need to derive the expressions for the characteristic timetD
and tB . Assuming that the instability develops whentB /tD
,1 allows us to determine the limit of the stability domai
Let us first consider the characteristic drying timetD . Under

FIG. 3. Top: Diagram showing the different behaviors display
following the initial contact angle (u0) and the humidity rate (1
2r): 3, stable evolutions;l, unstable ones. Note that very sma
or large humidity rates (r,20%,r.80%) and contact angle
lower than 10° are not accessible with our experimental setup
good agreement is observed with theoretical predictions@full line,
Eq. ~3!#. Bottom: Top views at end of the desiccation (R0

>2 mm). ~a! u0>70°, r>50%: the drop keeps its axisymmetr
and a circular fold forms resulting in a dip at the center.~b! u0

>30°, r>30%: a peak first forms at the drop center, and la
radial wrinkles build up that break the axisymmetry.~c! u0>70°,
r>30%: a complex pattern progressively builds up involving
cascade of buckling, and in the final state the drop axisymmetr
broken.
05280
e-

our experimental conditions~absence of convection in th
vapor!, the transfer of water in air is limited by diffusion an
thus tD can be written as@8#

tD5
1

WE0

V0

S0
5S 1

Dw

n1

nwsat
D K~u0!

~12r!
R0

2, ~1!

where WE0 is the water flux in the vapor at the drop/a
interface,Dw the diffusion coefficient of water in air, andn1
the number of water moles per unit volume in liquid wat
For a solution, the value of the water concentration in air
saturation is smaller than the valuenwsat for pure water.
However, for polymer solutions, in the experimental conce
tration range, only a small difference between the two val
is expected~less than 10%! @10#; that justifies the use ofnwsat
in Eq. ~1!. The numerical factorK(u0) is the ratio of two
terms:K(u0)5B(u0)/A(u0). The factorA(u0), which is re-
lated to the shape of the isoconcentration curves of wate
air, varies only slightly withu0 @11#. On the contrary, the
geometrical factorB(u0)5V0 /(R0S0) strongly increases
with increasingu0 . So tD depends on the contact angle, th
relative humidity, and the contact base radius. At constanu0

andr, tD scales asR0
2 in good agreement with previous ex

periments@6#. The variations oftD /R0
2 as a function of 1

2r are displayed in Fig. 4. On a log-log plot, the points fa
on a straight line with a slope21 in agreement with Eq.~1!.
Furthermore, knowing the values of the different quantit
involved in Eq. ~1! @9,11#, we can compute the prefacto
which agrees well with the experimental data~see Fig. 4!.

Let us now consider the characteristic timetB and assume
that the instability begins when the drop outer layer becom
glassy. A more complete calculation would also consider t
the stress on the skin has to overcome a critical value to
to the buckling instability@1#. In practice, the mechanica
stresses generated by the decrease of volume due to ev
ration increase quickly. The stress can be assumed to ex
the critical value for buckling almost as soon as the skin
formed.

To evaluate the polymer concentration at the drop surfa
let us express the conservation of the water fluxes at
drop/air interface asWE5Dm¹wp whereDm is the polymer/
solvent mutual diffusion coefficient andwp the local polymer
volume fraction. The order of magnitude of¹wp is ¹wp

>(wps2wp0)/ADmt, wherewps and wpo are the values of

d

A

r

is
l:
FIG. 4. Variations of tD /R0
2

~j! and of tB /R0
2 ~s! versus 1

2r for two values ofu05(a) 30°
and ~b! 40°. The full lines corre-
spond to the theoretical mode
gray lines, Eq. ~1!, and black
lines, Eq.~2!.
1-3
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wp , respectively, at the drop surface and in the drop c
~assumed to be equal to its value att50). Setting wps
5wpg at tB ,

tB5
Dm~wpg2wp0!2

WE0
2

5FDm~wpg2wp0!2

Dw
2 S n1

nwsat
D 2G 1

A~u0!2

1

~12r!2 R0
2. ~2!

As expected,tB increases when the evaporation rate d
creases, i.e., whenR0 or r increases. As fortD , tB scales as
R0

2 @6#. Figure 4 displays the variations oftB /R0
2 as function

of 12r for two contact angles. The continuous line drawn
full corresponds to Eq.~2!; a good agreement is observe
both for the exponent and for the prefactor (Dm is taken
equal to 4.3310210 m2/s @12# and wpg50.51, i.e., vpg
>0.62 g/g).

Assuming that the limit of the stability domain is given b
tB5tD leads to

A~u0!B~u0!5S Dm~wpg2wp0!2

Dw

n1

nwsat
D 1

~12r!
. ~3!

Note first that Eq.~3! does not involveR0 ; so, at constantu0
andr, the type of the drop evolution will not depend on th
drop volume, which agrees well with our observations.
Fig. 3, the black continuous line is calculated from Eq.~3!
using the same values for the various quantities as in Fig
a fairly good agreement is observed with the experime
results.
,

o
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Depending on the experimental conditions, various p
terns are observed, in which the drop axisymmetry is o
not broken@5#. First, for an intermediate relative humidit
(r>50%), only the primary instability takes place and t
drop shape remains symmetrical. The shape depends,
ever, on the contact angle: for a low contact angle (u0
540°), the drop displays a peak@Fig. 1~b!#, while for a large
contact angle (u0570°) a trough builds up on the drop ax
@Fig. 3~a!#. For small relative humidity (r>30%), second-
ary instabilities occur. For a low contact angle (u0530°),
after the increase of the apex height, the top views sho
breaking of the drop axisymmetry with the formation of r
dial wrinkles@Fig. 3~b!#. The number of these wrinkles~here,
6! increases withR0 . For a large contact angle (u0570°) a
complex pattern progressively builds up involving a casca
of buckling @Fig. 3~c!# that breaks the drop axisymmetry. S
depending on the contact angle and relative humidity,
distortions of the shape induced by the instability are diff
ent, and for large evaporation rates~low r! secondary insta-
bilities occur. These various types of shapes are closely
lated to different modes of buckling instability.

In summary, we have demonstrated that the large sh
distortions displayed during drop drying are related to
buckling instability. The comparison of the characteris
times for drying and for glassy skin formation gives a go
description of the results and in particular allows for t
prediction of the occurrence of the instability. The final dr
shapes can be explained by assuming a close relation
the buckling of thin solid sheets.

We thank Professor L. Mahadevan and Professor J. P.
lin for useful discussions and G. Calligari and F. Wendli
for their help in the experiments.
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